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Business Objective
To update the Coverage Calculator logic for dialysis in support of transplant admissions to ignore the admissions for coverage. To add a discharge
reason of delayed function resolved resolved for these admissions.

Business Description
EQRS needs a new Discharge Code for transplant patients who are admitted to a dialysis facility just for dialysis support not due to a failed
transplant. The EDB should ignore this admission and discharge so that the patient will not be picked up and lose their transplant benefits. A
corresponding Discharge code is needed for transplant patients that are given the new Discharge code.
(The Delayed Transplant Function Resolved following a Transplant discharge option will be used when a transplant patient has sufficient kidney
function to no longer require dialysis.)

Benefit Hypotheses
Patient benefits will not be reduced

Acceptance Criteria
Acceptance Criteria

Notes/Questions

Team
(s)
Involved

Use existing admit reason - Dialysis in Support of
Transplant

Ensure that EDB ignores this admission so that the patient will not be picked up
and lose their transplant benefits. This reason should be used only as a kick
start after a Transplant.

MOD

Add new discharge reason - Delayed Function
Resolved following a Transplant and Delayed
Function Unresolved

Is used until a transplant patient has sufficient kidney function to no longer
require dialysis

MOD

Update admit/discharge reason rules with new discharge reason (see attached)
Ensure that EDB ignores this admission so that the patient will not be picked up
and lose their transplant benefits.
Delayed Function Unresolved reason code is used when the transplant center
indicates the patient's kidney failed.
The patient's existing Transplant admission
should remain open

Two open admissions will be allowed when the previous admission is Transplant
and the new admission is Dialysis in Support of Transplant

MOD

Update the description for reason - Recover
Function

Description is updated to "Recovered Function of Origin Kidney". This reason
should only be used when the patient has their original kidney.

MOD

Ensure admit reason of Dialysis in Support of
Transplant does not trigger a 2728 (re-entitlement)

MOD

Exclude these admissions from 2744

These admissions will not be used in calculations for the 2744

MOD

Assumptions
Implemented for both UI and EDSM
EDB will ignore all patient admissions with an admit reason of Dialysis Support of Transplant and discharge reason Delayed Function
Resolved following a Transplant
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Notes

Notes
This feature was formerly titled "Delayed Function Resolved Following a Transplant".
Data cleanup for currently implemented dialysis in support of transplant with inappropriate discharges.

Additional Resources

